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White Supremacists marched in Charlottesville with torches last
weekend. I never wanted to see Jeff Probst blowing out torches and
saying it’s time for you to go more than I did then.
After a week of being afraid of the possibility of North Korea nuking
the United States, the weekend brought us White Supremacists marching
in Virginia. That sentence is like something out of a horrifying Mad
Libs.
When talking about the marches in Virginia, Donald Trump said there
are many sides to blame. Many sides? A dreidel has many sides. Racism
only has one.
On Monday Trump finally condemned the marches in Virginia. But like
Dumb and Dumber To it came too late.
Many of the people who took place in the march last weekend are being
identified thanks to social media. Social Media is such a snitch that
Harry Potter tried to catch it.
Donald Trump’s approval rating continues to fall. I don’t think Gerald
Ford even fell this much.
Hellen Mirren suggested that Ivanka Trump is out of touch with every
day women, based on what Ivanka said in her book. It is pretty bad
when a 72 year old tells you that you are out of touch.
Vice President Mike Pence called Donald Trump a “builder of boundless
optimism”. I guess we know which Vice President is getting a
dictionary.
Vice President Mike Pence called Donald Trump a “builder of boundless
optimism”. How’s he going to build optimism, he can’t even build a
wall.
Pence also compared Trump to Teddy Roosevelt. Remember when Roosevelt
was being investigated for colluding with Russians?
Pence also compared Trump to Teddy Roosevelt. To which Roosevelt shot
up from his grave and yelled “fake news!”
Steve Bannon is the latest to leave Trump’s White House. He will go
back to his old job. Being the scary creature underneath children’s
beds.
Steve Bannon is the latest to leave Trump’s White House. He will go
back to his old job. Being a human version of a zit.

